
The BIG Quiz

Friday 18th January 2019



Round 1…… in the news!
1. How many MP’s voted against Prime Minister Theresa May's Brexit deal on Tuesday?

2. Reality star Kylie Jenner had her most-liked Instagram photo status broken by an 

unlikely competitor, name them/it?

3. A poster campaign suggesting office workers could finish early at 4pm if they 

consumed which product was banned?

4. In which European country were thousands trapped on a ski resort overnight, while 

several others escaped an avalanche without injury?

5. Name the object measuring approximately 91m (298ft) wide, that appeared in a 

river in the US state of Maine?

6. Which tennis player may have played his last match before retiring this week in 

the Australian Open due to injury?

7. YouTube has announced that it is banning what?

8. Who is replacing Chris Evans on Radio 2's breakfast show as the first female host?

9. What is the name given to the third Monday of January?   The gloomy title being 

awarded due to a combination of post-Christmas blues, cold dark nights and the 

arrival of unpaid credit card bills?

10.Which country is currently experiencing record breaking heatwave temperatures?



Round 2 …… Complete these idioms!

1. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ up the wrong tree. (Accusing the wrong 

person)

2. Don’t put all your _ _ _ _ in one basket. (Don’t put all 

your resources into one possibility).

3. Piece of _ _ _ _. (An easy task)

4. Once in a _ _ _ _ moon. (Happens very rarely)

5. _ _ _ _ _ potato. (A lazy person)

6. Best of both _ _ _ _ _ _. (To get all the advantages of 

two things at the same time).

7. _ _ _ nap (to have a short sleep).

8. Can’t judge a _ _ _ _ by its cover ( Cannot judge 

something primarily on appearance).

9. _ _ _ over spilt milk.(When you complain about a loss 

from the past)

10.Call it a _ _ _ (To declare the end of a task).



Round 3…… Name the chocolate bar!

1. 2. 3.

4.

5.



Round 3…… name the chocolate bar!

6. 7.

8. 9. 10.



Thank you
Please return your answers to the purple folder in the office to save us 

from searching all of the register boxes. We will not be chasing up the 

forms that haven’t handed in a quiz, so you won’t get any points! 


